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The Causes and Timing of Iraq's Wars: A Power 
Cycle Assessment 

ANDREW T. PARASILITI 

ABSTRACT. The application of power cycle theory to Iraq's war decisions 
reveals the dynamics of an increasingly competitive Middle East system. 
Iraq's power share rose sharply from 1975 to an abrupt inflection by 
1980, just after Iran's inflected decline, an explosive mix that provided 
the context for Saddam Hussein's decision to invade Iran. Although Iraq 
gained slowly in relative power during the war with Iran, by 1987 Iraq 
had entered a period of decline relative to its Gulf rivals that continued 
through its invasion of Kuwait. The relative power winners, at Iraq's 
expense, were Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. That Iraq was in relative decline 
before invading Kuwait reconciles the seeming contradiction of Iraq as 
both an expansive potential hegemon and a desperate war-exhausted 
economy. 
Keywords: * Energy security * Iran * Iraq * Kuwait * Power cycle 

* Saudi Arabia * War 

The existing literature on the origins of Iraq's wars reveals the complexity of the 
dynamics of the Middle East. This study, which complements narratives on the 
contemporary Arab state system, is the first effort to explain the historical timing 
of Iraq's wars in the context of Iraq's relative power relationship to the other states 
of the region, probing the issue of strategic adjustment to systemic change. 
Applying power cycle analysis to Iraq's war decisions allows us to understand better 
how "structural" change in the Middle East may have influenced and spurred 
Saddam Hussein's foreign policy decisions, and how both wars are linked in the 
larger context of an Iraqi "bid" for regional dominance. It contributes both new 
substantive findings and a theoretical framework for interpretation. 

This application of power cycle analysis in order to understand Iraq's war 
decisions reveals an increasingly competitive regional system characterized by 
dramatic shifts in the relative power trends in the Middle East. The Iraqi case 
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confirms important insights of power cycle theory regarding contradictory 
expectations derived from absolute and relative power dynamics and the traumatic 
reaction to expectations foregone. It examines the relationship of regime security, 
political economy, and foreign policy in the war decisions of developing states. 

Introduction 
Saddam Hussein's decision to invade Iran, in the consensus view, was the result of 
the Iraqi president's ambition to play a preeminent role in Gulf security by taking 
out the revolutionary government in Iran, in the process securing and legitimizing 
his own rule in Iraq. The Iranian Revolution heightened perceptions of threat 
among Iran's neighbors, including Iraq, about stability both at home and 
throughout the region (Walt, 1996: 210-268). By invading Iran, Saddam Hussein 
sought to settle scores with his neighbor for the perceived inequities of the Algiers 
Agreement, which he had negotiated with the Shah of Iran in 1975, and for 
Ayatollah Khomeini's support for Islamic opposition groups opposed to the Iraqi 
government. According to Aburish (2000), Helms (1984), and Hiro (1991), 
differing perceptions of governance drove the Iran-Iraq war-the revolutionary 
Islam of Iran on a collision course with Iraq's secular pan-Arabism. Khadduri 
(1988) looks further back in history to trace the roots of the conflict in long- 
standing tensions between Arab and Persian and Sunni and Shi'a, and in the 
unresolved border disputes between the two countries (see also Ismael, 1982). 

Regarding Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, Lawson (1997) draws attention to three at 
times seemingly contradictory explanations in the literature for Saddam Hussein's 
war decisions: (1) the "offensive-realist" view that Kuwait represented the next step 
in Saddam Hussein's ambitions for regional hegemony; (2) that the Iran-Iraq war 
precipitated an economic crisis in Iraq that the invasion of Kuwait would solve; 
and (3) that dramatic changes in the Arab state system set the stage for Iraq's bid. 

First, with regard to Iraqi power and ambition, Murden (1995) makes the case 
that Iraq emerged from the Iran-Iraq war with an increase in relative power and 
prestige, and sought a role to complement its enhanced capabilities (Stein, 1992: 
155). Prior to Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, Pelletiere, Johnson, and Rosenberger 
(1990: ix-xi) wrote that Iraq emerged from the Iran-Iraq war "the most powerful 
state in the Gulf' whose regional posture would only be undercut by its economic 
post-war debt. 

Second, although Iraqi officials claimed that the decline in Iraqi oil revenues 
resulting from Kuwait's oil production policies in 1990 provoked its attack, the 
economic backdrop to Iraq's invasion is more complex. Chaudhry (1991) blames 
Iraq's flawed liberalization schemes for aggravating the economic crisis that 
followed the Iran-Iraq war. Iraq's expensive and overly ambitious interwar 
development plans and an excessive military burden contributed to the country's 
economic distress and mismanagement after the war with Iran. Creditors were 
wary of Iraq's unwillingness to renegotiate its debt through international financial 
institutions. Foreign direct investment and, by extension, post-war economic 
development suffered as a result, contributing to Iraq's economic failures 
(Clawson, 1993: 72; Parasiliti, 1998: 252-259). 

Third, problems in the Arab state system, including an awareness of a failing 
social contract between governments and governed and a regional order 
increasingly based upon confrontation rather than consensus, provided the 
regional setting for Iraq's invasion of Kuwait (Ajami, 1990/91; Sayigh, 1991). 
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Some inconsistencies in these explanations of Iraq's invasion of Kuwait may be 
apparent. How could the Kuwait war have been the next step in Saddam Hussein's 
ambitions for regional hegemony and the result of economic distress and 
mismanagement? No approach until now traces the roots of these varying 
explanations of Iraq's invasion to the links between Iraq's perhaps one-time 
absolute military dominance and its acute relative decline following its war with 
Iran. 

As a contribution to the paradigm of power cycle analysis, this study proves 
wrong the concern that regional power dynamics were too intertwined with the 
politics of big states to allow for autonomous examination of state power cycles at 
the regional level. It reveals that state power cycles at the regional level tend to be 
shorter and more volatile than those for states in the central international system, but 
no less revealing of war propensity. And it confirms in the regional setting unique 
aspects of the "single dynamic" of systemic competition and their impact on war 
decisions, including the broad historical timing of wars and the likely targets of 
aggression. 

Methodology 
Power cycle analysis provides a foundation for examining how domestic politics, 
economics, and international relations influence and constrain foreign policy 
decision-makers. This approach avoids the dichotomization of "state" and "system" 
as separate units of analysis. Power is calculated for each state and is based upon 
internal variables that are scored relative to the other states of the system. Thus 
the rigid analytical dichotomy between state and system washes away in the context 
of a synthetic conceptualization of power (the "single dynamic") that captures the 
real-life fluidity of politics, economics, and military force in foreign policy 
decision-making. 

Essential to the operationalization of power, according to Doran (1991), is 
codification of the elements that underlie a nation's capability for influence and 
leadership role in the given competitive system. This requires a scope and balance of 
indicators: that is, both the sophistication of military hardware and software as well 
as the size of armies, the financial revenue derived from oil as well as the potential 
for future annual production, the level of economic development as well as the 
titular wealth of a state. All of this must "fit" the conditions of the Middle East, but 
also show continuity over a half century of political and economic change inside 
the region, and comparability to the conceptualization of power used for the 
international system as a whole. Hence, when Saudi Arabia is shown to have "more 
power" than Egypt or Iraq in a certain period of history, the underlying conceptual 
logic here is in terms of Saudi Arabia's capacity to use, for example, financial 
influence, early warning technology, and a global reach that makes sense in terms 
of real world policy and the foreign policy outcomes that have actually occurred. 

Thus, although power is an analytical construct, it remains an explicit 
assumption of this study that an index of power can be established that includes 
and reflects commonly recognized measures of state size and development. The 
relative power indicators must be sensitive to the distinction between "latent" and 
"actualized" national capability (Doran, 1991: 44-53), reflecting in a general way 
the trade-offs made by policy-makers between security and economic or welfare 
concerns. They also must reflect the relevance of both economic and military 
power in international relations. 
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The measures of relative power chosen for this Middle East regional system 
conform to these requirements of power cycle theory: military expenditures (in 
constant us dollars), population, energy consumption, GNP (in constant us 
dollars), and armed forces size. Parasiliti (1998) gives full details of 
operationalization. Encompassing the years 1948-1991, the data are drawn from 
us Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (USACDA), United Nations, and 
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) publications and 
databases. Notwithstanding the possible fuzziness and unreliability of these data for 
Middle Eastern countries, the data should be adequate to interpret general trends 
in the evolution of the relative power relationships among the states of the region. 

Power cycle analysis has no pretensions of predicting the outcome of war. Nor 
do these measures of relative power account for geography, national will or 
cohesion, the quality of political and military leadership, nuclear weapons, or 
(directly) the capacity for technological and scientific innovation. Rather, tracing 
the state's evolution relative to the regional system, the setting in which Iraq's war 
decisions took place, may help us better understand the timing of the wars. 

Results: Strategic Adjustment and the Timing of Iraq's Wars 

Beginning in the late 1970s, Iraqi power rose relative to the other states of the 
Middle East (Figure 1A). This was an era of major and dramatic shifts in the 
regional power dynamics. Iraqi foreign policy, including its war decisions, can 
therefore best be understood in the context of Saddam Hussein's policies of 
strategic adjustment to the changes that took place both in the Middle East and 
within Iraq prior to and during this period. Power cycle-based analysis 
complements the existing literature on the strategic context of Iraqi foreign 
policy, specifically in regard to Iraq's overlapping roles: (1) as a competitor, along 
with Iran and Saudi Arabia, for leadership in Gulf affairs; (2) as a contender, along 
with Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Syria, for a leading role in inter-Arab politics; and 
(3), increasingly, as a prospective belligerent in the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

(1) First, Iraq's war decisions should be understood in the context of Iraq's 
concern with both regime security and its bid for a larger role in the Gulf 
Revolutionary Iran proved a serious challenge to the security of Saddam's regime 
and the most formidable obstacle to the Iraqi dictator's regional ambitions. 
Tehran encouraged and supported Islamic and Kurdish groups within Iraq that 
called for the overthrow of Saddam Hussein's regime. Iranian and Iraqi forces also 
engaged in a series of border skirmishes prior to the war. Correspondingly, Iraq 
sought to take advantage of the perceived revolutionary instability to redress, by 
force of arms, long-standing geopolitical disputes to Iraq's advantage. On 17 
September 1980, Saddam Hussein publicly disavowed Iraq's adherence to the 1975 
Algiers Agreement signed with Iran regarding the demarcation of the Shatt al- 
Arab waterway separating the two countries, citing Iran's interference in Iraqi 
domestic politics (FBIs, DR:MEA, 1980b). The war began 5 days later when Iraqi 
troops invaded Iran. What was happening structurally in the region? 

The graphs in Figure 1 represent the power of three individual states relative to 
the aggregate total for seven Middle East states (Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Syria, 
Israel, Jordan) from 1961 to 1991 (see Parasiliti 1998 for operationalization). 
Although the three power cycles are depicted on separate graphs, each is the 
result of the single dynamic of competition for share among these states. As such, 
each is the perspective of a government regarding how well it is doing relative to 
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the region. Striking are the number of critical points in so short a period 
(demarcated by an inversion in the trend of slope). Equally striking is the 
inversion of foreign policy expectations about role and security following each 
point of non-linearity. An abundance of alterations in foreign policy outlook, 
ricocheting throughout the system, is evident in the changing projections of 
foreign policy expectations before and after each critical point. 
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From a high circa 1975, Iran (Figure 1B) was pulled sharply into decline by Iraq 
to a seeming end to its decline circa 1978 (second inflection) which decelerated to 
a low point circa 1981 at a much lower level of relative power. For Iraq (Figure 
1A), from a low circa 1975 at about one-third Iranian power, Iraq rose sharply until 
it reached its first inflection point circa 1980, and its peak in relative power circa 
1987, whereupon it entered abrupt decline in its level of relative power. The key 
observation is that two of Iraq's critical points coincided in time with the two 
critical points of Iran: an explosive mix. 

The first of these shifts in the trend, favorable to Iraq, is marked following the 
Algiers Agreement of 1975, which ended Iran's support for the Kurdish 
insurgency in Iraq. The treaty also demarcated the disputed Shatt al-Arab 
waterway at the thalweg, or navigable middle, an arrangement that many Iraqis 
considered a significant concession to Iran. The Iraqi leadership at the time 
nonetheless portrayed the treaty as a prudent and realistic move that allowed Iraq 
to consolidate and expand its economic and military power, even though the 
agreement acknowledged Iranian primacy in their bilateral relations (Aziz, 1995). 
The second of these paired shifts in the trend operated against Iraq and in Iran's 
favor. Iraq responded by invading Iran, initiating a long and costly war. 

Saudi Arabia's power cycle (Figure 1C) relative to other Middle East states 
shows a steady ascent from 1970 to 1981. This increase in Saudi relative power 
(economic, financial, political, and military) preceded its expansion in regional 
role over this same period, including, in 1981, establishment of the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (Gcc). 

Figures 2A and 2B show the primary competition for role and power among 
Iraq, Iran, and Saudi Arabia considered as the Gulf subsystem. As additional 
members of the subsystem are added, or deleted (e.g., Iran from the Arab world 
subsystem in Figure 3A), the general trajectory of the curves remains the same but 
with interesting modifications specific to sets of countries. 

The rise in Iraqi and Saudi power in the Gulf is matched by a relative decline in 
Iranian power during a period that roughly corresponds with Mohammed Reza 
Shah Pahlavi's bid for Gulf leadership following British withdrawal from the 
region. This bid included a historic claim to Bahrain in 1968, abrogation of the 
1937 Shatt al-Arab treaty with Iraq in 1969, and the seizure of the Abu Musa and 
Tunbs islands in 1971. By the mid-1970s Iran also capitalized on oil revenues and 
its strong ties with the United States to advance its regional agenda in a less 
abrasive manner. The insight offered here is that the Shah's policies, usually 
discussed in "quasi-hegemonic" terms, in fact may reflect a declining power's 
attempts to maintain its role in an increasingly competitive regional system 
(Ramazani, 1979: 36-38; 1975: 427-438). In fact, Iran passed the second inflection 
point on its power cycle prior to the Iran-Iraq War, probably encouraging its 
reassertion of will. 

Including Saudi Arabia in the Gulf region dynamic (Figure 2A) reflects the 
complexity of Iraq's war decisions. First, Iraqi power climbed relative to its two 
main Gulf rivals from 1976 to 1980. Iraq's claims to the Shatt al-Arab waterway in 
1980, like its claim to Kuwait in 1990, came in part from a desire to expand its 
power in the Gulf, not just long-standing bilateral border disputes. In 1980, 
Saddam Hussein offered to the cc the "Pan-Arab Charter," a vision of Middle East 
regional security with a prominent role for Iraq (FBIS, DR:MEA, 1980a). In addition 
to Iraq's belligerent relationship with revolutionary Iran, the ccc rejected Iraq's 
appeals for membership and influence within the organization during and after 
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the Iran-Iraq War. Second, Iraqi power peaked relative to Saudi Arabia and Iran 
in 1987, before declining over the next 3 years. Thus, relative to its two primary 
Gulf rivals, Iraq was in acute decline when it launched its attack on Kuwait. 

If Kuwait is added to the Gulf regional subsystem (Figure 2B), the forces of 
competition impinging on Iraq's war decisions become more pronounced. Iraq's 
relative decline from 1987 to 1990 steepens, and is complemented by the rise in 
relative power of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. The power cycle curves of Iraq, Iran, 
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and Saudi Arabia are closer, probably a somewhat more accurate characterization 
of their regional competition, due to the fact that Kuwait's main power variable 
(oil production) had a differentially greater effect on Saudi Arabia's relative 
power share. Iraq's decline is accentuated by the inclusion of Kuwait. 

Iraqi power peaked relative to Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Kuwait in 1987, before 
falling over the next 3 years. At the time of its invasion of Kuwait, Iraq was in 
decline relative to its Gulf neighbors, who increasingly became a target for its 
frustration and ambition. 

(2) Second, Iraq's foreign policy and war decisions can be placed in the context 
of Baghdad's historic role in inter-Arab politics. At the heart of the struggle for 
power among the Arab states of the modem era, the rivalry between Iraq and 
Egypt is both a realpolitik competition for influence among the Arab states, and an 
ideological duel over differing conceptions of pan-Arab unity (Kerr, 1971; Seale, 
1986). Figure 3A illustrates the relative power relationship of Iraq and its Arab 
rivals, notably the synchronous rise of Saudi Arabia and decline of Egypt, a central 
theme of the international relations of the Arab states during the 1970s. Iraq's bid 
for Arab leadership, which began in 1978, came at a time when the most effective 
historic alignment of Arab states-the "strategic triangle" of Egypt, Syria, and 
Saudi Arabia-had fragmented (Ajami, 1977/78). Reasons for the decline of the 
strategic triangle are many, beginning with Egypt's re-evaluation of its foreign 
policy following the 1967 Arab-Israeli war. Subsequently, Egypt's foreign policy 
reflected the strategic adjustment of a declining power (Ajami, 1980: 103; 
Dessouki, 1982: 330). Anwar Sadat's dramatic visit to Jerusalem in November 1977, 
and his signing of the Camp David peace treaty in March 1979, thrust the realities 
of realpolitik upon a stunned Arab world, signifying, in the view of some, the end of 
the pan-Arab idea (Ajami, 1978/79; Dessouki, 1982; Karawan, 1994). 

In 1978, Saddam Hussein sought to take advantage of this strategic opening 
and put forth Iraq's own bid for Arab leadership. In October of that year, Iraq 
mended fences with long-time rival Syria in a short-lived and eventually ill-fated 
attempt at union. In the short term this tactical alliance paved the way for the 
success of the Arab League Summit convened in Baghdad the next month. Iraq's 
ambitions for the Baghdad Summit included the ostracism of Egypt because of 
Sadat's peace with Israel, while offering Baghdad itself as the titular head of a 
united Arab coalition. Saddam Hussein gained the grudging acquiescence of 
Saudi Arabia, as well as the more enthusiastic support ofJordan and the Palestine 
Liberation Organization (PLO), for his plan for a larger Iraqi role in Arab affairs. 

In order to gain Arab support for his decision to invade Iran, Saddam Hussein 
portrayed the Iran-Iraq war as a sacred Arab cause, "Saddam's Qadissiyat," 
referring back to the 7th-century Arab victory over the Persian Sassanian empire. 
He characterized Iran's revolutionaries as "Persians" who, in alliance with Israel, 
sought to dominate Arab lands (Bengio, 1998: 138-145). 

Iraq's role in Arab politics provides an important link between its war decisions 
of 1980 and 1990. During the Iran-Iraq war, Iraq's relationship with both Jordan 
and Egypt deepened. Both countries offered military and economic support for 
Iraq's war effort. Jordan reaped economic benefits as Iraq became its primary 
trading partner, and Egypt gained politically when Iraq ironically led the 
diplomatic effort to reintegrate Cairo into Arab politics at the Amman Arab 
Summit in 1987 (Baram, 1991; Brand, 1994; Parasiliti, 1995). The 
Iraq-Egypt-Jordan triumvirate became the basis of the Arab Cooperation Council 
(ACC) formed in 1989. The inclusion of Yemen in the Acc created unease in 
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Riyadh, which now found itself positioned between two formally allied potential 
rivals. While declaratory statements by ACC members touted regional economic 
ties, the alliance in fact reflected a continuation of Iraq's decade-long (and 
longer) bid for greater influence in Arab politics. 

Iraq's relative power scores convey its dilemma within the Arab world prior to 
its invasion of Kuwait. As in the Gulf, Iraq's relative power fell between 1988 and 
1990. While Egypt, Syria, and Jordan show negligible shifts in relative power 
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during these years, the winner at Iraq's expense again turns out to be Saudi 
Arabia. Given Iraq's ambition for a greater role in both Gulf and Arab political 
affairs, it becomes less surprising that Saddam Hussein's now-declining Iraq might 
lash out at tiny Kuwait and in the process present a sharper threat to its chief rival 
in both realms, Saudi Arabia. 

(3) Inclusion of Israel (Figure 3B) completes Iraq's strategic picture. Ba'thist 
ideology maintained a strong hostility toward Israel (Bengio, 1998: 134-138). 
Although Iraq participated only marginally in the 1948 and 1967 Arab-Israeli 
wars, Iraqi forces intervened more actively in 1973, sending a single armored 
division to defend Syrian territory from Israeli forces. Empirical analysis shows a 
fairly steady ascent in Iraqi power relative to Israel and the other states of the 
region after 1973. At the Baghdad Summit of 1978, Iraq cast its bid for power in 
the context of the need to maintain a strong, united Arab front in the conflict with 
Israel. Israel took note of Iraq's improved military capability, in particular of Iraq's 
nuclear program. In June 1981, Israeli jets bombed Iraq's Osiraq nuclear reactor 
before it became operational. After the war with Iran, Saddam cast Iraq's strategic 
contest with Israel and the United States in apocalyptic terms (Bengio, 1998: 
192-202), and Iraq devised a deterrent policy toward perceived Israeli aggression 
inJordan, Iraq, or elsewhere (Eisenstadt, 1990). 

Conclusions 
The application of power cycle analysis to Iraq's war decisions allows us to 
understand the timing and strategic context of Saddam Hussein's war decisions. 
Both war decisions, whether viewed in terms of short or longer cycle analysis, 
reflect a clear crisis interval characterized by dramatic and profound changes in 
the relative power relationships among the states of the region. This study also 
contends that Iraq peaked in relative power prior to the Gulf War and was in acute 
relative decline at the time it invaded Kuwait, explaining Saddam Hussein's war 
decision as a failure of strategic adjustment to changes in his strategic 
environment. These results show the relevance of relative power analysis to the 
study of war in developing regions and elsewhere. Moreover, given the greater 
volatility of structural change (shorter periodicity of the cycles) at the regional 
level, the greater frequency of critical points (abrupt inversion of expectations) 
may help explain why politics within some regions is more volatile and conflictual 
than at the central system level. 

The most telling, and at first glance startling, implication of this study is this 
finding of Iraqi relative decline following the war with Iran. For many observers, 
Iraq emerged from the Iran-Iraq War more powerful; in absolute power terms, 
this was certainly the case (Pelletiere, et al., 1990; Murden, 1995). Taken at face 
value, however, this approach misses the forest of relative decline through the 
trees of the Iraqi "battle hardened," "million man," fourth largest army in the 
world. While Saddam Hussein was conscious of his superiority in actualized 
military capability relative to his Gulf rivals, his strategic calculations conveyed a 
sense of urgency characteristic of a leader aware that his country's power was in 
relative decline within the region, pulled down by the rising shares of his 
neighbors. His rationale for invading Kuwait, for example, was a laundry list of 
concerns about an imminent loss of regional power: loss of oil share production 
compared to Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE; a debtor economy in crisis; 
no economic aid and public debt relief from his Arab Gulf neighbors; an 
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excessive military burden, and a population expecting a "peace dividend" that 
never came. 

The decision to take Kuwait thereby addressed the concerns of the Iraqi 
leadership to stave off relative decline and to redress the compromised outcome 
of the Iran war. Kuwait offered money, oil, and the opportunity to project Iraqi 
power into the Gulf. It is also telling that Iraq's relative decline after the Gulf War 
occurred as Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Kuwait all gained in relative power at Iraq's 
expense. The power cycles of Iraq and its neighbors reveal that it was primarily 
Saudi Arabia, and to a lesser extent Kuwait, which were responsible for the decline 
in Iraq's relative power prior to the Gulf War. In fact, Saudi Arabia, in fairly 
constant relative ascent over this same period, appears as Iraq's chief rival in both 
the Gulf and Arab political arenas. If one focuses only on the absolute power gain 
of Iraq's victory, analysis is denied the complete strategic context of Iraqi foreign 
policy. 

The revelation of Iraq's relative decline prior to the invasion of Kuwait has 
implications for understanding the effects of war on state power in developing 
regions such as the Middle East. According to al-Khafaji (2000b), Iraq's war-time 
policies, especially its reliance on economic "strategic rents," the billions in 
loans/grants from the Arab Gulf states and the West during the war with Iran, 
undercut Iraqi power relative to its neighbors. Gongora (1997) has interestingly 
argued that the war with Iran weakened Iraq in the context of state-society 
relations, not relative power. 

Offered here is speculation for the differing experiences of Iran and Iraq. While 
Iraq's relative power reached a plateau and began to decline prior to the end of 
the Iran-Iraq War, Iran showed a steady gain. One explanation might be that 
Iraq's dependence on strategic rents undercut its extractive ability and thereby set 
back its state-building experience (al-Khafaji, 2000b), a phenomenon which 
Ramazani (1988: 84-85) calls Iraq's "borrowed capacity." Iran relied chiefly on its 
own resources, and the revolution and war may have strengthened the bonds 
between state and society in Iran. 

This study also has implications for competing theoretical explanations of war 
causation. Despite the convenient term "bid for dominance," does the 
"hegemonic stability interpretation" fit the Iran-Iraq case? It clearly does not 
correspond to the second Gulf War in which much larger Iraq invades much 
smaller Kuwait, a country that is no "challenger" for hegemony. But does 
hegemonic interpretation explain the first of Iraq's wars with Iran? For several 
reasons, the answer is no. First, Iraq, for lack of sufficient power, was not a 
hegemon in the Gulf region attempting to defend its place and status. Second, 
there was no other hegemon. Iran, because of its population size, its army, its 
industrial base, and its territorial size, corresponded to the status of a very 
significant actor. Saudi Arabia, because of its huge oil reserves, its large annual 
income, its external ties to major allies, and its capacity to wield influence 
throughout the Arab world, was in many ways a counterweight to Iran. Third, 
other Middle East countries, notably Egypt and Israel, would challenge any 
individual Gulf nation that became too powerful and too assertive within the 
region in ways that would make hegemony in the Gulf very difficult to sustain. 
What existed in the Gulf was an equilibrium of power that was competitive and 
difficult to maintain because of the rapid structural change in the region. 

The "transition thesis" likewise does not explain the circumstances of these 
wars. Although Iraq became increasingly powerful relative to Iran in the 1970s, 
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Iraq never overtook Iran. Iraq bumped against an upper bound to further relative 
growth vis-a-vis Iran and the entire Middle East system. Saudi Arabia, in overall 
terms of economic, financial, political, and military power, was able to offset each 
of the other actors through its diplomatic capability. It was the only country in the 
Gulf capable of bringing the United States into the region as an active Gulf 
balancer. Thus, because power in the Gulf is pluralistic (not dyadic), and because 
Iran and Iraq did not get involved in a power transition (due to the nature of 
"competition" as explained in power cycle theory), the transition theory does not 
fit the facts of the Gulf Wars. Transition theory does not capture the phenomenon 
of "foreign policy role foregone" associated with decision-making at critical points 
on the power cycle. 

Finally, the "preventive war thesis" misses the analytical distinction between 
absolute and relative power that is essential to understanding the timing of a 
state's decision for war. While a case can be made that revolutionary Iran posed a 
challenge or threat to Saddam Hussein's Iraq in 1980, the preventive war 
approach would not account for the finding that Iran was in relative decline at the 
time of Iraq's invasion. Attacking a bigger opponent that is already in decline does 
not fit well with the assumptions of "preventive war." Furthermore, Kuwait could 
not be characterized as a rival to Iraq for regional hegemony in 1990. 

A lack of analytical clarity over the distinction between absolute and relative 
power is not unique to this case. It reminds one of the debate over interpreting 
German power and perceptions of the Russian "threat" prior to World War I. The 
"mastery of Europe thesis" advanced by AJ.P. Taylor (1954) and Paul Kennedy 
(1987) posits that Germany's unquestioned position in terms of absolute power 
would have eventually brought Germany dominance on the continent. How, then, 
to understand German concerns about Russian power? According to Doran, the 
key is how the relative power dynamics affected each state's future trend. His 
analysis reveals that Germany had in fact peaked in relative power terms by 1907, 
and that German statesmen understood the implications of German decline, and 
Russia's role in it, by 1913 (Doran, 1991: 79-89). In this regard, although neither 
Kuwait nor Saudi Arabia would become a true rival of Iraq for military power, the 
German and Iraqi cases are quite similar, albeit at different systemic levels of 
analysis (an alternative view is that of al-Khafaji, 2000a). 

Power cycle analysis does not presume to predict the specific temporal 
occurrence of war. Nor does it address the role of ideology, national will, or 
weapons of mass destruction in foreign policy. It does, however, capture the 
evolution of a state's size and development relative to the system, and places the war 
decision in the context of these structural changes. While structural change does 
not "determine" a war decision, it does define the environment, the influences 
and constraints, in which foreign policy decisions occur. Iraq's invasion of Kuwait was 
normatively and legally reprehensible. When that invasion is placed in the structural 
context of period and setting, Iraq's decision to lash out at Kuwait is laid bare. 

Theoretical and empirical evidence support the argument that Iraq, in an 
attempt to shore up its declining power and influence, decided to occupy Kuwait 
and intimidate Saudi Arabia. The diplomatic record also supports this thesis 
directly. Saddam Hussein expresses the reality and challenge of relative decline in 
a speech to the Revolutionary Command Council and the Ba'th Party leadership 
inJanuary 1991: 

We did not want, before August 2, anything but to preserve our status as it was 
and develop it gradually, perhaps 1% per year or 2% per year, but they wanted 
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to force our status backwards, something we could not accept for Iraqis for 
whom we want better. Even our standard of living at the time, they were 
planning to push it backwards in their despicable conspiracies, to crush us 
spiritually and force us to abandon our role (from al-Bazzaz, 1996, as cited and 
translated in Gause, 1997). 

He asserts that Iraqi status was forced backwards, that this slippage had an 
economic as well as a military dimension, and that other governments were 
forcing Iraq to "abandon" its "role." A more precise statement of the trauma of 
expectations foregone in terms of power and role could scarcely be imagined. 
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